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Abstract
We investigated whether sharing a common goal with a partner and knowing the partner’s intention
behind arm movements affect the senses of agency and ownership towards an arm fully controlled by
the partner. Participant dyads controlled different limbs (left and right arms) of the same virtual avatar
immersed in a virtual environment in �rst person perspective to collaboratively perform a reaching task
that involved joint action as well as separate reaching tasks with the partner’s target visible or invisible to
each other. The results showed that the senses of agency and ownership towards the arm controlled by
the partner were signi�cantly higher when the participant dyads shared a common intention or when they
were allowed to see their partner’s target, compared to when the partner’s target was invisible. The skin
conductance was signi�cantly lower towards the arm controlled by the partner compared to the arm fully
controlled by the participants in all goal conditions. These results provide insights regarding how sensory
information necessary for predicting the partner’s intentions relate to embodiment of the partner’s limbs
during virtual co-embodiment.

Introduction
In recent years, topics such as ‘’Metaverse’’ have gained enormous attention with the advancement of
related technologies. Metaverse is a multiuser environment merging physical reality with digital virtuality
and is based on the convergence of technologies such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
that enable multisensory interactions with virtual environments, digital objects and people (Mystakidis,
2022). As a result of various restrictions due to COVID-19 in recent years, it is highly likely that working,
skill-learning, exercising and socializing would shift more towards VR and cyberspace in the future. The
metaverse is expected to be a realistic society, while the concepts of race, gender, and even physical
disability would be weakened (Duan et al., 2021). Virtual embodiment enables us to have an illusory body
ownership towards bodies in different skin color (Peck et al., 2013), gender (Lopez et al., 2019), and size
(Tambone et al., 2021), bodies that are invisible or transparent (Guterstam et al., 2013;2015, Martini et al.,
2015, Kondo et al., 2018;2020), and non-human agents (Hoffmann et al., 2018) and animals (Krekhov et
al., 2019). Here, we are interested in the idea of minimizing physical disabilities of users in the virtual
worlds through specially designed virtual avatars (Inami et al., 2022). Human movement augmentation
such as supernumerary limbs, body-parts remapping, and exoskeletons expands physical abilities both
for impaired and unimpaired individuals (Eden, et al., 2022; Sasaki et al., 2017; Umezawa, et al., 2021;
Kondo, et al., 2020). In social VR platforms, with appropriate software developments and accurate body
movement tracking, it would be possible for multiple users to embody one avatar and engage in various
tasks together. This may allow disabled VR users to get support from others and increase work e�ciency
as well as user satisfaction. The present study takes this social approach.

Although the concept of two individuals co-embodying one avatar in �rst-person view is rather new, it has
been proposed in a few recent studies (Fig. 1A). Hagiwara et al., 2020 conducted an experiment where
two human participants were embodied within a concurrent shared avatar in VR and showed that the
movements of the shared avatar were straighter, and less jerky compared to the movements of the
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individual participants and the solo body avatar. Fribourg et al., 2020 introduced the concept of “virtual
co-embodiment”, and showed that the participants were good at estimating their real levels of control but
signi�cantly overestimated their “sense of agency” when they could anticipate the motion of the avatar.
These previous studies on virtual co-embodiment have studied avatars of which the movements were
determined by averaging the movements of the two participants in real time (occasionally in different
ratios of control). Although averaging movements may have its bene�ts for some tasks for normal VR
users, allowing a partner to completely control the virtual avatar’s limb corresponding to a person’s
missing/immovable limb would be more applicable in the case of disabled VR users such as hemiplegic
patients and amputees. Such aid by partners would allow amputees to weaken disabilities and perform
complicated tasks in one avatar where each participant can focus on one detailed sub task. We have
developed this type of co-embodiment avatar as a joint body avatar, in which the left half of the avatar is
controlled by a user and the right half of the avatar is controlled by another (Fig. 1B, Video S1). However,
allowing another person to fully control a limb of a virtual avatar in which an individual is immersed in
�rst person perspective may cause a severe lack of “sense of embodiment” towards that limb, which may
lead to an uncomfortable experience associated with the feeling of being partly possessed by someone
else. Therefore, addressing this lack of sense of embodiment towards limbs controlled by others is
necessary for a pleasant virtual co-embodiment.

According to Kilteni et al., 2012, “sense of embodiment” consists of three subcomponents called (1)
sense of self-location: the ability to perceive the location of one’s body parts (Lenggenhager et al., 2009,
Blanke, & Metzinger, 2009), (2) sense of agency: the sense of having control of motion (Haggard, 2005,
Blanke, & Metzinger, 2009), and (3) sense of body ownership: one’s self-attribution of the body (Gallagher,
2000). Multiple studies using VR (Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2010, Aymerich-Franch, & Ganesh, 2016) as well
as physical objects such as rubber hands (Botvinick, & Cohen, 1998, Kalckert, & Ehrsson, 2014) have
investigated on these subcomponents and shown that humans can elicit embodiment towards virtual
and physical objects other than their own bodies. While studies on inducing ownership towards external
objects like rubber hand illusion (Botvinick, & Cohen, 1998) have claimed that visuo-tactile synchrony or
synchronized active or passive movements are necessary for embodiment of a rubber hand, studies on
virtual avatars in VR claim avatar appearance (Paludan, et al., 2016), visuomotor congruence or avatar
control (Caspar, et al., 2015), and user point of view (Gorisse, et al., 2017) to be factors affecting
embodiment. Since most of these studies on embodiment of virtual avatars have been conducted on a
one-to-one basis (one person controlling all limbs of one avatar), there is a lack of knowledge regarding
factors affecting embodiment towards body parts controlled by others. In such cases, ‘control’ for the
limb which is known to be one of the most crucial factors affecting sense of agency according to
Fribourg et al 2020, will be lost consequently reducing or even cancelling embodiment towards the limb.
Therefore, it is crucial to explore other possible factors that would affect embodiment towards such
uncontrolled limbs. In our previous study, we connected two participants' backs with a hard brace and
found that connection force feedback synchronized with the movements of the joint virtual avatar could
increase illusory body ownership towards a limb controlled by another. (Harin et al., under review).
However, for realizing the joint body in virtual environments, it is not reasonable to connect users
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physically. Therefore, we need other factors to increase embodiment towards the limb controlled by
another person without connection force feedback.

In this study, we investigated whether sense of embodiment towards a limb fully controlled by a partner
would change depending on the nature of the task itself performed in the co-embodied avatar. The task
of the joint avatar can be considered as 'joint action'. Sebanz et al. (2006) de�ned joint action as any
form of social interaction whereby two or more individuals “coordinate” their actions in space and time to
bring about a change in the environment (Sebanz et al., 2006). For example, two people carrying a table
together would require both of them to coordinate their actions in a temporally and spatially precise
manner to successfully execute the task. Some coordination mechanisms depend on sensorimotor
information shared between co-actors, thereby making joint attention, prediction, non-verbal
communication, or the sharing of emotional states possible (Vesper et al., 2017). Previous studies related
to joint attention have suggested that the ability to direct one’s attention to where an interaction partner is
attending provides a basic mechanism for sharing representations of objects and events (Frischen, &
Tipper, 2004, Tollefsen, 2005) which may possibly encourage the ‘we’ intention or the ‘we-mode’ (Gallotti,
& Frith, 2013) believed by some philosophers to be what joint action mostly depends on (Tollefson,
2005). Here, we thought of the possibility of enhancing embodiment towards a co-embodied avatar by
encouraging we-mode through sensory (visual) information manipulation during joint action, to
eventually investigate on the relationship between embodiment and joint attention (or the sensory
information responsible for joint attention). Therefore, we hypothesized there to be an increase in
embodiment if the individual and the partner shared one common intention/goal compared to having
their own separate intentions before observing the partner’s action during the task. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that in the case of having two different targets, the embodiment would be higher when the
partner’s target is visible compared to when it is invisible. To test these hypotheses, we conducted an
experiment using a joint avatar. Our joint avatar was an avatar co-embodied by two individuals together
of which one participant fully controlled the left-side limbs while another fully controlled the right-side
limbs in �rst person perspective. In our experiment, participant dyads performed three types of reaching
tasks involving and not involving joint action (Fig. 2).

We named the three reaching tasks/conditions of our study as “Same goal”, “Different goals: Visible”,
and “Different goals: Invisible”. The “Same goal” condition consisted of a reaching task where the two
participants in the dyad reached yellow spheres in front of them using the two hands of the joint avatar.
In “Different goals: Visible” and “Different goals: Invisible” conditions, the two participants reached two
different targets with the left and right arms. The red targets were reached with the left hand of the avatar
and the blue targets were reached with the right hand of the avatar. 100 common targets or 100 pairs of
targets appeared in each condition, which was blocked as a session.

The participants were instructed to reach the targets and keep the hand touching the target until it erases
before returning their hands back to the original position. In the last target reach at the end of each
session, we displayed a stimulus of a knife stabbing one of the hands of the joint avatar to measure
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startle responses using the skin conductance response (SCR) (Fig. 3). Participants answered a
questionnaire regarding senses of body ownership and agency at the end of each session.

Results
Sense of body ownership towards the non-controlled arm was higher in Same goal and Different goals:
Visible conditions compared to the Different goals: Invisible condition.

Questionnaire at the end of each session consisted of 6 items, 3 regarding the left arm and 3 regarding
the right arm of the joint avatar. Participants answered all items (Q1. The movements of the virtual left
arm seemed to be my movements, Q2. I felt as if the virtual left arm I saw was my own left arm, Q3. It
seemed as if I felt the touch of the target sphere at the end of my left index �nger, Q4. The movements of
the virtual right arm seemed to be my movements, Q5. I felt as if the virtual right arm I saw was my own
right arm, Q6. It seemed as if I felt the touch of the target sphere at the end of my right index �nger).
Questionnaire answers were accepted in a 7-point Likert scale from − 3 to + 3 where − 3 meant “Strongly
disagree” and + 3 meant “Strongly agree”.

Using the answers, senses of ownership and agency towards left and right sides of the joint avatar for
each condition were calculated as follows referring the Avatar embodiment standardized questionnaire
by Peck, & Gonzalez-Franco (2021).

Sense of body ownership towards the left arm = Q1

Sense of agency towards the left arm = (Q2 + Q3)/2

Sense of body ownership towards the right arm = Q4

Sense of agency towards the right arm = (Q5 + Q6)/2

The results were grouped into “controlled arm” (the arm the participant controlled) and “non-controlled
arm” (the arm that was controlled by the partner of the participant). Figures 4 and 5 summarize the
results of the questionnaires.

We calculated the sense of body ownership (Fig. 4) towards the two arms of the joint avatar in the three
conditions (Same goal, Different goals: Visible, Different goals: Invisible). A two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with ART (aligned rank transformation) procedure (Wobbrock et al., 2011) was conducted since
some of the data signi�cantly deviated from normality according to the results of Shapiro-Wilk tests
(controlled arm for Same goal: W = .958, p = .500, non-controlled arm for Same goal: W = .933, p = .180,
controlled arm for Different goals: Visible: W = .874, p = .014, non-controlled arm for Different goals:
Visible: W = .914, p = .076, controlled arm for Different goals: Invisible: W = .911, p = .067, non-controlled
arm for Different goals: Invisible: W = .844, p = .004). There was a signi�cant interaction between the
condition and arm (F(2,38) = 7.622, p = .002, η2

p=.286).
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Signi�cant simple main effects on the side condition were obtained in all goal conditions, and the sense
of ownership was higher in the controlled arm condition than the non-controlled arm condition (the Same

goal: F(1,19) = 78.641, p < .001, η2
p=.805, the Different goals: Visible: F(1,19)=96.404, p<.001, η2

p=.835, the

Different goals: Invisible: F(1,19)=113.49, p<.001, η2
p=.857).

Signi�cant simple main effects on the goal condition were seen only in the non-controlled arm (F(2,38) = 
9.292, p < .001, η2

p=.328). Tukey post hoc tests con�rmed that ownership was signi�cantly higher in the

Same goal condition compared to Different goals: Invisible condition (p=.0015, d = 1.201), and
signi�cantly higher in the Different goals: Visible condition compared to Different goals: Invisible
condition (p = .0021, d = 1.159).

We calculated the sense of agency (Fig. 5) towards the two arms of the joint avatar in the three
conditions (Same goal, Different goals: Visible, Different goals: Invisible). A two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with ART (aligned rank transformation) procedure (Wobbrock et al., 2011) was conducted since
some of the data signi�cantly deviated from normality according to the results of Shapiro-Wilk tests
(controlled arm for Same goal: W = .827, p = .002, non-controlled arm for Same goal: W = .935, p = .194,
controlled arm for Different goals: Visible: W = .755, p < .001, non-controlled arm for Different goals:
Visible: W = .907, p = .055, controlled arm for Different goals: Invisible: W = .815, p = .001, non-controlled
arm for Different goals: Invisible: W = .872, p = .013). There was a signi�cant interaction between the

condition and arm (F(2,38) = 8.141, p = .001, η2
p=.300).

Signi�cant simple main effects on the side condition were obtained in all goal conditions, and the sense
of agency was higher in the controlled arm condition than the non-controlled arm condition (the Same

goal: F(1,19) = 94.509, p < .001, η2
p=.833, the Different goals: Visible: F(1,19)=157.38, p<.001, η2

p=.892, the

Different goals: Invisible: F(1,19)=174.04, p<.001, η2
p=.902).

Signi�cant simple main effects on the goal condition were seen only in the non-controlled arm (F(2,38) = 
0.211, p = .011, η2

p=.211). Tukey post hoc tests con�rmed that agency was signi�cantly higher in the

Same goal condition compared to Different goals: Invisible condition (p=.0181, d = 0.906), and
signi�cantly higher in the Different goals: Visible condition compared to Different goals: Invisible
condition (p = .0308, d = 0.837).

Skin conductance response of each participant was calculated every time the threatening stimulus
(virtual knife) appeared, as the difference between the maximum value detected in a 10s post-stimulus
time window and the baseline calculated as the average value of a 5s pre-stimulus time window at a
sample rate of 1000Hz. Figure 6 shows the calculated average skin conductance values when the
controlled/non-controlled arm of the joint avatar was stabbed with the virtual knife in the three goal
conditions. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed no signi�cant interaction between the goal
condition and the arm. A signi�cant main effect in the arm showed that the skin conductance response
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towards the controlled arm was signi�cantly higher than that towards the non-controlled arm (F(1,19) = 

6.8201, p = .017, η2
p=.264). However, no main effect of the goal condition or the interaction was observed.

Discussion
We investigated whether sharing a goal, or being able to see the partner’s goal affects the senses of body
ownership and agency towards an arm controlled by the partner when two individuals perform three
types of reaching tasks using a joint avatar in VR, of which one individual fully controls the movements
of the left arm while the other fully controls the movements of the right arm. Our main interest was on
how the visibility and sharing of the partner’s goal affects the embodiment towards the arm controlled by
the partner. We found that the sense of ownership and the sense of agency were signi�cantly higher
when the goal was common or visible to the partner than when the goal was different and invisible to the
partner.

According to Wegner’s theory of apparent mental causation (Wegner, & Wheatley, 1999), “sense of
agency” which is a main sub-component of sense of embodiment, arises if (1) an intention precedes an
observed action (priority), (2) the intention is compatible with this action (consistency), and (3) the
intention is the most likely cause of this action (exclusivity). Although these three conditions apply when
the intention and the action belong to the same person, would sense of agency arise if a partner moves
an arm of a person’s avatar to match with the intention of the person? Results from our experiment
provide an answer to this question. During sharing one goal (same goal condition) as well as knowing the
position of the partner’s goal while having two separate goals (different goals: visible condition), the
agency towards the arm controlled by the partner (non-controlled arm) was signi�cantly increased
compared to the control condition where the partner’s target was invisible while having two separate
goals (different goals: invisible condition). This shows that sense of agency does indeed increase when a
partner moves an arm of a person’s avatar to match with the intention of the person. Interestingly, in
addition to sense of agency, ownership towards the partner’s arm was also signi�cantly increased in a
similar manner between the three conditions. Overall, these results suggest that being able to see the
partner’s target increases sense of embodiment towards the arm controlled by the partner.

However, among same goal and different goals: visible conditions, there were no signi�cant difference in
ownership or agency towards the non-controlled arm. This suggests that being able to know the partner’s
objective increases embodiment towards the arm controlled by the partner regardless of the shared or
divided nature of the task (equally increased in both cases compared to the control condition).

Furthermore, the senses of agency and ownership were both signi�cantly higher towards the controlled
arm than towards the non-controlled arm in all three conditions. Skin conductance results were also
signi�cantly higher when the controlled arm was virtually stabbed with a knife compared to when the
virtual non-controlled arm was stabbed in all three conditions. However, between the three conditions
there was no signi�cant difference among the skin conductance levels towards either of the arms of the
joint avatar. In general, these results show that embodiment towards an arm fully controlled by a partner
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was still signi�cantly lower compared to a fully controlled arm even with goal sharing or knowing the
partner’s intentions behind arm movements. Therefore, while we conclude visibility of the partner’s target
(which conveys the partner’s intention for arm movements) to be a factor affecting embodiment, we also
do point out that visibility alone is not su�cient to induce a level of ownership or agency to an equal level
felt towards a fully controlled arm. However, coupled with other factors affecting embodiment towards
such limbs, it may be possible to increase embodiment further. Therefore, future studies investigating
other factors affecting embodiment towards such limbs such as personality traits/behavior of the
partner, different kinds of haptic feedbacks towards the limbs or body, level of trust between the dyads
etc. is important. Investigating such factors in isolation as well as coupled together in various
combinations may provide further insights regarding embodying limbs controlled by others.

These �ndings may contribute to inducing illusory senses of ownership and agency towards robotic
prosthetics or supernumerary limbs controlled by others or AI to make them feel like parts of the user’s
own body. It improves usability and naturalness of such robotic prosthetics or supernumerary limbs.

Limitations of the study
The �ndings regarding the embodiment towards the non-controlled arm among the three main
experiment conditions were not supported by SCR results in this study. Therefore, further investigation of
other physiological measures such as proprioceptive drifts and changes in body schema/body image due
to experiencing of the joint avatar, may be more appropriate for assessing embodiment in future work.

Methods
Participants

Twenty university students as ten dyads (All males, mean age 22.3, SD 2.4) participated in the experiment
as dyads. The sample size was determined by a power analysis with an effect size (f) of 0.25 (medium),
an alpha of 0.05, and power of 0.80 using G*Power 3.1. All participants were unaware of the hypothesis
of the experiments and had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. They provided informed consent
before the experiment. Additionally, individuals appearing in Video S1 gave their informed consent for
publication of identi�cation/images in an online open-access publication. The methods of the experiment
were approved by the Ethical Committee for Human-Subject Research at the Toyohashi University of
Technology, and all methods were carried out in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Setup and Apparatus: The movements of the two participants were measured by a motion capture
system (Vicon Bonita10, 12 cameras, 1024 x 1027 pixels, 250 fps). Two computers with the same
speci�cations received the processed information of the motion capture data and presented the virtual
environment on head-mounted displays (HMD: HTC VIVE Pro Eye, 1440 x 1600 pixels per eye, 90 x
110deg, 90 Hz refresh) of both participants. The virtual environment and experiment tasks were created
using Unity (2017.4.1f1). BIOPAC MP 160 and wireless PPG and EDA ampli�ers (BN-PPGED) were used to
record the skin conductance response (SCR). A wireless transmitter (BN-PPGED) was placed on each
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participant’s wrist. Two disposable electrodes (EL507) were pasted to the distal phalanges of their middle
and ring �ngers. Two lead cables (BN-EDALEAD2) connected the wireless transmitter to the electrodes.
The SCR data were recorded at 1000 Hz.

Stimuli and Conditions
The experiment consisted of three conditions. In each session, one participant controlled the left side of
the joint avatar while the other controlled the right side throughout the experiment, both in �rst-person
view. We named the three conditions “Same goal”, “Different goals: visible”, and “Different goals:
invisible”. In the “same goal condition”, one yellow target appeared in front of the joint avatar and
participants were asked to collaborate and touch the target with both hands of the joint avatar. In the
different goals: visible condition, two targets (one blue and one red) appeared in front of the avatar and
participants were asked to touch the blue target with the right hand and red target with the left hand of
the joint avatar. Different goals: invisible condition was the same as different goals: visible condition, but
the target of their partner was invisible for each participant. All targets were spheres of 5cm diameter and
were erased 200ms after reached appropriately for each condition. After erasing, the next target appeared
2s later. The targets appeared at random positions inside the areas shown in Fig. 7. Each session
consisted of 100 reaches per participant and on the �nal reach of each session, a stimulus of a knife
stabbing either the left or the right hand of the joint avatar was displayed.

Procedure
The participants were instructed to reach the targets and keep the hand touching the target until it erases
before returning their hands back to the original position. In the last target reach at the end of each
session, we displayed a stimulus of a knife stabbing one of the hands of the joint avatar (see Fig. 3). To
make the knife visible to both participants, the last target position was pre-chosen to be towards the
center of the avatar in a clearly visible position and the �nal target/two targets was/were not erased on
touch hence requiring the participants to keep touching the targets. We measured skin conductance
response of participants during the stimulus of the knife to assess embodiment towards each arm of the
avatar in each condition.

The experiment consisted of six sessions (3 conditions x 2 repetitions). Each condition was blocked as a
session. In the two repetitions for each condition, left hand was stabbed at the end of one repetition while
the right hand was stabbed in the other. The order of sessions was randomized for each dyad. One
session lasted 5–7 minutes and after each session, both participants answered a questionnaire regarding
how they felt about the left and right arms of the joint avatar. The questionnaire was based on a previous
study (Peck, & Gonzalez-Franco, 2021). There were size items that were presented in random order:

Q1. The movements of the virtual left arm seemed to be my movements

Q2. I felt as if the virtual left arm I saw was my own left arm
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Q3. It seemed as if I felt the touch of the target sphere at the end of my left index �nger

Q4. The movements of the virtual right arm seemed to be my movements

Q5. I felt as if the virtual right arm I saw was my own right arm

Q6. It seemed as if I felt the touch of the target sphere at the end of my right index �nger

Using the answers, we calculated senses of ownership and agency for the “controlled arm” (the arm of
the joint avatar controlled by the participant), and the “noncontrolled arm” (arm of the joint avatar
controlled by the partner of the participant). Skin conductance response was calculated as the difference
between the maximum value detected in a 10s post-stimulus (knife) time window and the baseline
calculated as the average value of a 5s pre-stimulus time window (for both participants in each session).
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Figure 1

Two types of co-embodiment avatar: (A) A shared body avatar is controlled by two individuals, and their
movements are averaged and re�ected in the shared avatar (Hagiwara et al., 2020, Fribourg et al., 2020).
(B) A joint body avatar is an avatar in which different body parts such as left and right half bodies are
controlled by two different individuals.
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Figure 2

Experiment conditions: (A) Same goal condition, where the participants reached one yellow target with
both hands of the joint avatar. (B) Different goals: Visible condition, where the participants reached red
targets with the left hand and blue targets with the right hand of the joint avatar. (C) Different goals:
Invisible condition, where the participants reached red targets with the left hand and blue targets with the
right hand of the joint avatar but were only able to see the targets that could be reached with the hand
they could control. Here, only blue targets were visible to the participant controlling the right arm while
only red targets were visible to the participant controlling the left arm (image shows the view of the
participant controlling the right arm).

Figure 3

Stimulus of the knife at the end of the reaching task: Example scene of the joint avatar’s right hand being
stabbed at the end of the Same goal condition.
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Figure 4

Sense of body ownership towards the controlled and non-controlled arms of the joint avatar in Same
goal, Different goals: Visible and Different goals: Invisible conditions. The ownership towards the non-
controlled arm in the Same goal and Different goals: Visible conditions were signi�cantly higher than the
ownership towards the non-controlled arm in the Different goals: Invisible condition. In all three
conditions, the ownership scores towards the controlled arm were signi�cantly higher than the ownership
scores towards the non-controlled arm.
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Figure 5

Sense of agency towards the controlled and non-controlled arms of the joint avatar in Same goal,
Different goals: Visible and Different goals: Invisible conditions. The agency towards the non-controlled
arm in the Same goal and Different goals: Visible conditions were signi�cantly higher than the agency
towards the non-controlled arm in the Different goals: Invisible condition. In all three conditions, the
agency scores towards the controlled arm were signi�cantly higher than the agency scores towards the
non-controlled arm.

Figure 6
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Skin conductance response when the knife stabbed the controlled and non-controlled arms of the joint
avatar in Same goal, Different goals: Visible and Different goals: Invisible conditions. The skin
conductance response was higher when the knife stabbed the controlled arm compared to when it
stabbed the non-controlled arm in all three conditions.

Figure 7

Target areas in each condition. (A) In the Same goals condition, yellow targets appeared at random
positions inside the area shown in yellow. (B) In the Different goals: Visible and Different goals: Invisible
conditions, the red targets that were to be reached with the left hand of the joint avatar appeared at
random positions inside the area shown in red, and the blue targets that were to be reached with the right
hand of the joint avatar appeared at random positions inside the area shown in blue.
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